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Welcome to Inside
Scotland
Welcome to this Spring/Summer edition of Inside Scotland, the newsletter
dedicated to Scottish SMEs. As the weather turns warmer, I’m pleased to be able
to update you on the latest issues affecting businesses in Scotland. This edition
also brings you brilliant success stories from our teams and customers across
the country.
Since our last issue, I am pleased to say
that Close Brothers Asset Finance has
continued to help Scottish SMEs grow.
On page three you can read about how
our renewable energy team has helped
to secure the financial future of Greenio
Limited. You can also turn to page six to
meet a new member of our team and
read about the Highlands & Islands
Finance Awards.
I am also pleased to share some key results
from our ‘Business Barometer’ – a quarterly
survey of close to 1,000 SMEs across
the UK. The results of this survey have
highlighted a wide range of important issues
for Scottish SMEs, including perceptions
about mental health support.

Sadly, less than two out of every five (38%)
Scottish business owners believe there is
sufficient government assistance – including
advice services – for SMEs to help support
employees with mental ill health.
As always, Close Brothers Asset Finance
has been working hard to support
Scotland’s SMEs as government regulations
around vehicle emissions change. I am
proud to say that we have entered a
partnership with Imperial Commercials
which aims to provide a cost-effective
solution for businesses who will need to
upgrade their vehicle fleets to meet 2022
low emission targets. You can find out more
about this partnership in the news section
on page seven.

You can stay up to date with our latest news
and events throughout the year by following
us across our social media channels – the
links for which are below. I very much hope
that you enjoy the read and I look forward to
working with you soon.

Jackie Cooke
Managing Director of Close Brothers
Asset Finance in Scotland

What our customers say...
“When we needed a quick decision and assistance, we
approached Close Brothers to find a solution that worked for
both parties. We were delighted with the service and decision
process provided by Close Brothers."
Roger Glennie
“The fantastic support and quick turnaround provided by Close
Brothers enabled us to release the cash we needed and we’ll
definitely be using them again going forward.”
Fuel Bunkering Services Ltd

Find us on Social Media:
www.linkedin.com/company/close-brothers-asset-finance/
@CloseBrothersAF
Search for 'Close Brothers Asset Finance'

See our latest assets for sale: www.closeasset.co.uk/afs
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Case Study

Finance secured for renewable
energy SME - Greenio Limited
Read on to learn how our Scottish renewable
energy team has helped to secure the
future of Greenio Limited.
The customer
Established in 2013, Greenio Limited
specialises in the installation and
maintenance of renewable energy
heating and electrical systems. Based
in Lincolnshire, its Managing Director
Anna Wooster was referred to Close
Brothers Asset Finance with a unique
challenge.
The challenge
For the past four years, Greenio has
managed a portfolio of 18 biomass
boilers across five sites. Using these
boilers, the biomass systems provide
renewable energy to its end users.
All of the biomass boilers were owned
by an investor, who had spread their
investment across five SPV limited
companies. The investor informed Anna
that they wanted to exit their investment
on 13 of the boilers at £37,000 per
boiler – a total of £481,000.
Looking for a financial solution to enable
this, Anna approached broker Steve
Coldicot from Clear Asset Finance. Clear
Asset Finance is a trusted intermediary
between funders like Close Brothers
and UK businesses. As such, Steve

introduced Anna to Jim Leamon - one of
Close Brothers’ experienced Area Sales
Managers.
Eager to offer a finance solution, Jim
looked at the income and operation
contracts which secured the biomass
boilers’ serviceability. Unfortunately, he
discovered that these were in very poor
shape and were not fit to be used as the
foundation of our securities.
The solution
Jim worked hard with the investor, Anna,
and the contractual end users to formally
terminate all of the unsuitable existing
contracts. He then helped Greenio to put
suitable, robust new contracts in place
which Close Brothers could take security
over. This ensured a safe transaction for
both Close Brothers and Greenio.
As a result, we were pleased to be able
to provide Greenio with finance which

Name: Greenio Limited
Business requirement: Finance for
13 biomass boilers
Product solution: Sale & HP Back

secured guaranteed index-linked income
for the business for the next 15 years.
The gross value of which is worth over
£5 million.
The outcome
Overall, we were able to finance 13
assets at a £481,000 facility over
60 months.
Considering the deal, Anna from Greenio
commented: “I really feel that Jim from
Close Brothers worked hard to put
together the best finance solution for
Greenio. When I was introduced by
my broker, I was reassured by Jim’s
extensive experience of providing finance
to the renewable energy industry. This
deal allows us to move our business
forward in a sustainable manner and
enables us to grow year-on-year, leading
the way within the industry.”

“This is a deal that I think only Close Brothers would have had the
vision, appetite, determination and patience to pull together.”

Jim Leamon

See our latest assets for sale: www.closeasset.co.uk/afs
closeasset.co.uk
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Scotland:
SME Update
Welcome to the Close Brothers Asset Finance update of the
Scottish SME sector; in this document we highlight a wide
range of issues relevant to businesses in Scotland.
The results are based on the Close Brothers Business
Barometer, a quarterly survey of close to 1,000 SMEs across
the UK conducted by specialist independent researcher,
Lightspeed, on Close Brothers’ behalf.
Where relevant, comparisons are made with
national sentiment.
n

Economic outlook

n

Concerns and priorities

n

Social media

n

Finance requirements

n

Traffic congestion

n

Broadband speeds

Economic outlook
Scottish SME business owners’ views about the
economic outlook are broadly in line with the rest of
the UK, with 32% confident the economy will grow
(UK: 37%) and a further 31% feeling that while it will
take longer, better times are ahead (UK: 29%).
A significant minority (32%) are concerned that the
economy could decline and haven’t experienced any
true economic growth.
Looking ahead, three in five Scottish firms expect their
performance to remain static, while 36% are hoping to
expand their operations in 2019, which is marginally
less optimistic than the UK average of 38%. Only 4%
predict their business will contract or shut down.

Concerns and priorities
Maintaining cash flow is the biggest concern for businesses in
Scotland, with 21% selecting this option. ‘Finding extra working
capital’, ‘lack of skilled staff’ and ‘competitors’ came in joint
second (14%).
For 32% of Scottish businesses, ‘achieving growth’ is their main
priority, followed by ‘developing products and services’ and
‘business consolidation’, both 22%.

32% of Scottish businesses
say achieving growth is
their main priority in 2019

See our latest assets for sale: www.closeasset.co.uk/afs
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Finance requirements
Despite businesses in Scotland showing a strong willingness to invest,
almost two thirds (62%) of those polled are finding it a ‘challenge’ to
access the funding they need and are saying that it hasn’t become any
easier to get hold of finance and is as problematic as it’s ever been.
A combined total of 37% say it’s either becoming easier or they’ve
‘never had a problem accessing finance’.
Regardless of the challenges, 60% of business owners said that they
would be seeking funding for investment in the coming 12 months.

60% of Scottish
business owners said
that they would be
seeking funding for
business investment in
the coming 12 months

Broadband speeds
Speed of broadband has become so critical that for 61% of firms it
would be an influencing factor if they decided to relocate.
In the main (82%), Scottish businesses are content with their
broadband speeds; however, a fifth of those polled admit to having
lost business because of slow speeds.
Scottish operators are, for the most part, pleased both with their
provider’s responsiveness (89%) and value for money (78%).

57% of businesses in
Scotland have made
sales off the back of
social media

Social media
Well over half (58%) of businesses in Scotland use social media as a sales
tool, with Facebook being the most popular followed by Twitter
and LinkedIn.
Forty two percent of Scottish firms employ someone to drive their online
presence, which has had significant success, with 57% having made sales
off the back of social media.

Traffic congestion
A large majority of Scottish businesses (88%) feel
that traffic congestion is a significant problem and
it’s only becoming worse, according to 65% of those
surveyed.
This is impacting 31% of Scottish companies’
ability to trade or operate at their full capacity; for a
further quarter of businesses, traffic congestion has
negatively impacted profitability (UK: 41%).
Exactly half feel the current road network is not
sufficient to cope with existing traffic levels.

See our latest assets for sale: www.closeasset.co.uk/afs
closeasset.co.uk
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Success at the
Highlands & Islands
Finance Awards 2019
We were proud again this year to sponsor the Highlands
& Islands Finance Awards. The event was hosted at the
Kingsmills Hotel in Inverness and celebrated the success
of businesses from Inverness to North Uist.
The awards celebrated the innovative and successful ways
companies across the area had raised finance to start-up
their business or take it to the next level. We were pleased to
see businesses being rewarded for their hard work and the
evening was a great success.

The most competitive category - the Growth Finance Deal was awarded to the Kingsmills Hotel, with the Best Purchase
Finance Deal being awarded to Seaforth Saddlers Ltd.

Below is the full list of winners:
Best Start-up Deal

The Orkney Experience

Crowdfunding Deal

Carbon Black System

Growth Finance Deal

Kingsmills Hotel

Refinance Deal

Ali & Sons Holding Ltd

Food and Drink Deal

Salar Smokehouse, North Uist

Purchase Finance Deal

Seaforth Saddlers Ltd

Social Enterprise

Visit Inverness and Loch Ness

Best Innovative Deal

The Priory Hotel

Renewables Deal

Simon Laird, Ulbster Arms Hotel

Best Finance Package Deal

Cruise Loch Ness

We are growing our team
in the Highlands
Close Brothers Asset Finance has appointed industry specialist, Martin
Mackenzie, to further enhance the company’s presence in the north of
Scotland – specifically Inverness & Moray - and drive business growth in
an important market for the company.
Martin, who is a graduate of Close Brothers
Asset Finance’s highly-regarded Sales
Academy programme, has rejoined after three
years away building his motor sales experience,
where he specialised in cars and LCVs.
“I am absolutely delighted to welcome Martin
back to the team as an Area Sales Manager,”
said Jackie Cooke, Managing Director of the
Scotland team. “Martin is from Inverness and
has already been using this know-how and
local knowledge to develop strong relationships
with businesses of all sizes and types.
“This will stand him in good stead and will be
invaluable when he deals with anyone looking

for sound advice and assistance. Martin is a
key part of our commitment to add real value
to the business community in the area with a

flexible and streamlined approach to supporting
and funding small to medium enterprises as
they look to finance various assets.”

"Because of my previous experience with Close Brothers Asset
Finance, I have been able to hit the ground running, talking directly
to business owners. There are real opportunities for accountants
and business consultants who are frustrated by the lack of funding
for SMEs and are looking to help their clients fund new projects,
expand their business or even buy another firm.”

Martin Mackenzie

See our latest assets for sale: www.closeasset.co.uk/afs
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Strengthening ties with
Imperial Commercials
In one of the first deals of its kind in the UK, Close
Brothers Asset Finance and Imperial Commercials have
entered into a partnership that aims to make it easier and
more affordable for firms to meet the challenging low
emission targets that are set to be implemented by 2022.
The two companies have joined forces to provide a cost-effective and
competitive solution to the sometimes overwhelming cost of
fleet upgrades.
With this unique solution, businesses can get exclusive discounted
rates on the purchase of new vehicles through Imperial Commercials
when they finance the vehicles through Close Brothers Asset Finance.
Imperial Commercials has 40 dealerships across the UK and is part of
Motus Group, who are the largest commercial dealer group in Europe.
John Fawcett, CEO for Close Brothers Asset Finance’s Transport
division, commented: “Close Brothers and Imperial have enjoyed a long
and productive relationship going back many years, and this is just the
next step in working together for the customers’ benefit.

“Both businesses are well known for their customer-focused and
innovative approach, and with various low-emission legislation coming
into force over the coming years, this partnership could not have come
at a better time.”
Matthew Lawrenson, Managing Director of Imperial Commercials said:
“We are delighted to support Close Brothers Asset Finance,
who have been a long-standing trading partner of Imperial
Commercials, in their proactive approach to tackling the upcoming
environmental legislative changes faced by UK operators. Our footprint,
as the UK’s largest Commercial Vehicle Dealer Group, supports the
innovative solution Close Brothers Asset Finance are providing to their
customers."

Business owners prioritising
cost of goods over their
environmental impact
Despite nearly eight out of 10 of the UK’s SMEs actively encouraging their
employees to be more environmentally responsible, the cost of goods is still more
important than their environmental impact when it comes to procuring products
for 76% of business owners. The findings are based on Close Brothers Asset
Finance’s quarterly survey of almost 1,000 businesses in the UK and Ireland.
“These results clearly demonstrate the
decisions business owners are faced with
every day,” said Jackie Cooke, Managing
Director, Close Brothers Asset Finance in
Scotland. “On the one hand they really want
to be ethical in the purchasing choices they
make, but on the other they need to protect
their profits.
“What is encouraging is that the will is
obviously there; as less environmentally
damaging products become available and,
importantly, affordable, they will be considered
by those making the purchasing decisions.”
Recycling rates
Recycling is a priority for 81% of firms, most
notably in the engineering sector where
recycling rates rise to 92%.

“There are well-known issues with recycling
in the UK, including China's decision to ban
foreign waste imports from the start of this
year,” said Jackie. “But that, along with the
public’s increased awareness of the impact
of plastic, appears to be accelerating
positive changes to the UK’s recycling system,
which will make the efforts businesses are
making worthwhile.”
Environmental volunteering
Close to two thirds (64%) of firms would
consider offering employees one day off a
year to volunteer for environmental causes. In
London, the figure rises to 79%.
“Perhaps unsurprisingly, the smaller the firm
the more difficult it is for them to give people

time off for voluntary work,” said Jackie.
“Only 52% of businesses with less than 10
employees would allow their people time out
of the office; this figure rises exponentially
the more people they employ and the
turnover increases.”
Working from home
Business owners are far cooler about home
working than volunteering, with only 45% of
those polled encouraging working from home
as a way to reduce their organisation’s carbon
footprint and environmental impact; 48%
rejected the notion outright with 7% ‘unsure’.
Greater London is the most open to
homeworking, with 73% encouraging
the practice.

closeasset.co.uk
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Refinance
existing assets
Do you need to raise
working capital to
ease your cash flow?
Contact one of our industry
specialists today to find out
more about how we can help
your business.

01355 888 314
www.closeasset.co.uk

Close Brothers Asset Finance is a trading style of Close Brothers Limited.
Close Brothers Limited is registered in England and Wales (Company Number
00195626) and its registered office is 10 Crown Place, London, EC2A 4FT.

